


Multiplatinum, Rock and Roll, Vocal Group and Grammy Halls of Fame member, The 
Platters, recently released LP, Back to Basics with The Platters LIVE!, captures the 
blueprint of the sounds made famous by The Platters. Today the group continues to 
open the hearts and minds of new generations of music consumers to the rich vocal 
and historical tradition that is The Platters making their timeless melodies relevant to 
all ages of worldwide fans.

Bobby was the Lead Singer 
of Toto for 17 years, and was 
singing on most of the songs 
that made Toto a famous band. 
Most of the songs he did were 
the ones that everyone knows 
Toto for. Bobby was in the band 
twice, and he has about 9 Solo 
Bands around the world. He 
is now touring more than he 
ever has in his life, and having 
much more fun than ever. Some 
of  the musicians, especially his 
guitarist, is one of the best he has 
ever played with.

  Bobby has his own Record 
Label now called:  “Future Memories Music.” He will be releasing a Solo CD soon on 
this Label, and he is still finishing 2 more CDs he has been working on. One of these 
other CDs is the Sound Track for a Movie Bobby wrote, which is about a True Story 
that happened early in Bobby’s life in Louisiana. It has a lot to do about everything 
that brought Bobby into the Music Business when he was just 8 - 12 years old.

Steven has been an accomplished 
musician for many years now, in 
fact you might be surprised to 
discover that Steven has actually 
been a musician a lot longer that 
an actor, he actually got his first 
guitar at the age of 12 and has 
been playing the blues ever since.
 Steven has honed his craft 
over the years sharing his love 
for the blues and jamming with 
the most prolific blues legends in 
the industry. BB King, Bo Diddley, 
John Lee Hooker and his greatest 
influence, Clarence “Gatemouth” 
Brown, who sadly recently was 

taken from us as a result of injuries suffered in Hurricane Katrina, are all among those 
who Steven has jammed with and also  shares a common bond – the blues.
 But it was not until Steven’s mother influenced him to “let the world hear his 
music”, that he released his first album, Songs from the Crystal Cave, which was a top 
seller in European markets and features a combination of styles including blues, pop, 
jazz and reggae, with a classic harmonica solo by Mr. Stevie Wonder.

The Platters* Bobby Kimball

Steven Seagal & Thunderbox* Jack Wagner*

Jack Wagner has been in show business for over 30 years as a stage actor, television 
actor and musician. His show is an eclectic mix of his hits from the 1980s to his most 
recent CD release, “On the Porch.”

*Exclusive Representation for Performing Arts Centers in North America

An intimate  

    performance with 

  B O B B Y 

  K I M B A L L

Original lead singer of TOTO  

Singing the top TOTO hits such as:

“Hold The Line” 

“Africa” “Rosanna”
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Rockin’ the Legends is a cutting-edge, high-energy, 
yet family friendly musical show starring four time 
Academy Awards Musical Director, Michael Anthony 
Perna. This five-star musical show takes you on 
an amazing journey rockin’ through the ages from 
Beehtoven to the Blues, from Ragtime to Rock ’n Roll, 
to the present and much more.

Americas Rock Illusionists, Leon and Romy, are 
the hottest magic duo in the world today! SELLING 
OUT PAC’S around the country and starring on several 
HIT TELEVISION SHOWS. “Magic Rocks!” combines 
exciting magic effects with rock concert music and 
lighting, amazing both audiences and critics alike. 
Rendering celebrities including Penn & Teller, Howard 
Stern and Jimmy Fallon speechless, the duo’s high 
energy, no nonsense magic reinvents everything you 
thought you knew about magic. Every close up effect, 
grand Illusion, and daring escape will have you on 
the edge of your seat asking yourself “ How the hell 
did they do that?”

An amazing tribute to the pioneers of Outlaw Country: 
Johnny Cash, Willie Nelson, Waylon Jennings and Kris 
Kristofferson, performed by a high-energy 10 piece 
group!

Featuring Shawn Gerhard. Shawn is said to be the 
world’s #1 Garth Brooks Tribute artist that is touring 
today.  Shawn and his band are paying homage to the 
#1 selling artist of all time (Garth Brooks).  Shawn has 
opened up for over 27 stars in his music career, and is no 
rookie to the main stage!  When Shawn takes the stage 
you will see why he is said to be #1 at emulating Garth 
Brooks.  From “Much Too Young” to “Fever” to “Papa 
Loves Mama” to “The Dance,” you will get a true glimpse 
of a true Garth Brooks Concert.

*Exclusive Representation for Performing Arts 
Centers in North America

People stop Rob Caudill in airports for autographs. They 
stare at him in restaurants. And when he struts on stage, 
women scream themselves hoarse. Why? Because Caudill is 
a dead-on Rod Stewart Impersonator. 

He’s got the high-definition jawline, the shock of spiky 
blonde hair, but most importantly, he has the nose. Vo-
cally, his distinctive, naturally-raspy voice sounds like the 
legendary Stewart, and his range easily nails every high 
note from Stewart’s younger days. So, it’s no surprise this 
singer has carved out a career ‘recreating’ Rod Stewart. 
From kicking out soccer balls to spinning mic stands, 
to belting out all of Rod’s greatest hits - Caudill’s high 
energy show is a must-see event for people of all ages.

This show features the legendary choreography, all 
the hit songs performed by some of the world’s best 
vocalists, and is the most affordable tribute to the 
original Temptations today! Mr. Leonard is an authen-
tic former member of the group, serving as their lead 
high tenor from 1975-83 -- and recorded 10 albums 
with the group, including the blockbuster Tempta-
tions version of “Silent Night,” which features Glenn’s 
beautiful high tenor lead vocals. He also performed 
and recorded with all of the original members on the 
Temptations Reunion Tour in 1982.

Rockin’ The LegendsLeon & Romy 
“Magic Rocks”

The Highway Man Show 
Featuring Tony Suraci

The Ultimate Garth Brooks Tribute 
Featuring Shawn Gerhard*

Rob Caudill’s “Tonight’s the 
Night, tribute to Rod Stewart”

Glenn Leonard’s  
Temptations Revue
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A SOLD OUT CONCERT FROM  LAS VEGAS!  

4 AMAZING HEADLINERS IN JUST ONE SHOW with very 
special videos and a 7 piece band.

       • LORNA LUFT, daughter of JUDY GARLAND
      • STEVE MARCH-TORME, son of MEL TORME
      • RICCI MARTIN, son of DEAN MARTIN
      • LENA PRIMA, daughter of LOUIS PRIMA

 THE ROYALTY OF SHOWBIZ TOGETHER FOR  
AN UNFORGETTABLE SHOW.

The SWEET WHISKEY sound – Santana meets  
Desi Arnaz, Fats Waller meets Paul Simon, New Orleans 
meets Rio de Janeiro. A healthy serving of traditional 
jazz, a touch of blues and rock, a dash of international 
flair, a pinch of country, combined with a steady mix 
of standards and new material - you begin to have a 
sense of the tasty cocktail that Sweet Whiskey serves 
up. “Johnny Chops” Sweet Whiskey’s pianist and 
musical director, John Colianni, toured with Lionel 
Hampton, Mel Tormé, Les Paul and has mixed the 
essence of SWEET WHISKEY – A gusty sound with no 
gimmicks, just talent.

A Salute to the Most Romantic Singers of Our Time!  Dark 
haired and handsome, the mature good looks, continen-
tal charm and supple voice of this proud Italian-Amer-
ican have made him a favorite, both as a headliner and 
Opening Act.   Gene Ferrari exudes a sexiness with a 
mere gesture of his hand.

“The Voices” Chicago’s #1 R&B male vocal group 
performs and provides audiences all over the U.S. with 
professional and top quality showmanship.  Their ex-
hilarating “Tribute to Motown” offers an unforgettable 
experience as they capture the essence of the harmony, 
choreography and stylish wardrobes that defined that 
great era. The Voices are also renowned for their soulful 
renditions of classic R&B hits from legendary artists such 
as The O’Jays, Stylistics, Whispers and Spinners just to 
name a few.

Sebastian’s world class performance will leave you 
on the edge of your seat. Combining the elements of 
Classical, Rock, Pop and Latin, Sebastian Sidi is able to 
create an electrifying genre of its very own, bringing 
together people of all ages and races to enjoy what 
we all have in common. . . “The Love for Music”.  
Sebastian is available to perform solo or with full 
ensemble of musicians.

Former longtime Beach Boys’ band members Bobby 
Figueroa, Billy Hinsche, Matt Jardine, Probyn Gregory 
and Ed Carter take you on a musical journey featuring 
all the Legendary Hit Songs of the Beach Boys! 
These are that men, that during the 70s, 80s, 90s  
and 2000s, actually helped shape the sound of  
“America’s Band” on recordings and live  
performances throughout the world. They’ve been  
on the TV specials, talk shows, and the music videos. 
This is the only group in the world that features  
ALL former members of the Beach Boys!

An Evening With 
The Next GenerationSweet Whiskey

Gene Ferrari, The Last of 
the RomanticsThe Voices

Sebastian Sidi

California Surf, Inc.  
(Tribute to Beach Boys)
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THE FOUR C NOTES are the Midwest’s ONLY tribute 
recreating the music of Frankie Valli and The Four 
Seasons! The tribute features all of your favorite hits, 
including: “Sherry,” “Big Girls Don’t Cry,” “Walk Like A 
Man,” “Workin’ My Way Back To You,” “Can’t Take My Eyes 
Off Of You,” “Let’s Hang On,” and many more! 
       With songs performed in their original keys 
and smart choreography, THE FOUR C NOTES are 
pioneered, headlined and ‘seasoned’ by John Michael 
Coppola, from Chicago’s long running production of 
Broadway’s JERSEY BOYS, giving an authenticity to 
their performance that similar tribute groups simply 
cannot match...ANYWHERE!

America’s Naughtiest Mommy redefines parenting 
and offers some original tips in her one woman tour 
de force. She may appear like a classic SUV-driving, 
latte-drinking, surburban soccer mom but Walsh says 
what most people are thinking but are afraid to say.

World touring entertainer Brent Webb, “The  
Master Mind,” has spent the last five years creating 
a stage show unlike any other. The culmination of 
his relentless dedication is “BEYOND IMPOSSIBLE.” 
Audience participation, side-splitting comedy, and a 
magnetic display of showmanship are all creatively 
combined into an unforgettable performance that 
leaves audiences amazed! Webb has astounded  
audiences from the Las Vegas strip, to corporate 
shows, and world class cruise lines to performanc-
es for celebrities such as NFL team the Cleveland 
Browns, and comedienne Whitney Cummings.

Conjure is an offbeat magical romance with the 
charm of Penn and Teller, the spectacle of David  
Copperfield, gut-busting comedy and a side of  
tragedy. Conjure is the lightheartedly macabre tale  
of a quirky magician who must, with the help of  
the audience, bring back his loving, bumbling,  
dead assistant to perform the magic show of a 
lifetime, er, after-lifetime.

“Smart and entertaining… beautifully  
developed characters presented through story, 
illusion, dance and juggling.” – Rob Zabrecky,  
2012 magician of the year

Internationally renowned #1 New York Times bestselling 
author, James Van Praagh is considered a pioneer of the 
mediumship movement throughout the world. He is 
recognized as one of the most accurate spiritual mediums 
working today. His messages have brought solace, peace 
and spiritual insight, changing how millions view life and 
death. James has received numerous awards for dedicating 
himself to changing the consciousness of the planet by 
working in service to the spirit world. On stage, he is 
incredibly entertaining and engaging, captivating and en-
lightening audiences around the world. His presentations 
include elements of teaching and healing as he delivers 
messages to random audience members from loved one 
who have passed. 

Frank Olivier’s Twisted Cabaret and Pandemonium 
Vaudeville Show is a one-man show with a cast of a 
dozen characters, each more talented and demented 
than the last. Frank Olivier has performed around 
the globe, bringing his world class comedy juggling 
act to literally millions of people. In this show, Frank 
delivers more than just amazing juggling and come-
dy. Each night Frank takes on a dozen different roles 
performing a dozen different acts as well as singing 
and dancing his way into your heart. “Wickedly 
Funny!” - The New York Times.  “Comedic Genius!” - 
Las Vegas Magazine

The Four C NotesMaria Walsh 
“The Naughty Mommy”

Brent Webb 
“The Mastermind”

Conjure 
(Magic/Variety)

James Van Praagh

Frank Olivier’s 
Twisted Cabaret
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Sinatra Forever is a concert that pays homage to 
the greatest singer of all time. The show features 
an interpretation performed by Rick Michel, one of 
Las Vegas’ premier singers and impersonators, who 
literally channels “Old Blue Eyes” through his spot-
on vocals of the legendary crooner!  Don’t miss this 
opportunity to hear what Variety calls: “The closet 
sound the Frank Sinatra we have heard on the Las 
Vegas Strip”.

The New York Times said The Mushroom Cure “Mines a 
great deal of laughter from disabling pain.” Time Out 
New York called it “Riveting... a true-life tour de force” 
and named it a Critics’ Pick. In this completely true story, 
Adam Strauss recounts how, inspired by a scientific study 
showing that hallucinogenic mushrooms can potentially 
cure obsessive-compulsive disorder, he embarked on a 
program of vigilante psychopharmacology.
After garnering stellar reviews overseas from The Scotsman 
(“Hugely Intelligent”), Broadway Baby (“A Revelation”), 
EdFest Magazine (“Outstanding”), The Skinny (“Extremely 
Gifted”), Three Weeks (“Intensely Gripping”), and The Her-
ald (“Highly Recommended”), The Mushroom Cure made its 
U.S. debut in the New York Fringe Festival, where it won 
The Overall Excellence Award for Solo Performance.

Rick Thomas is a premier illusionist having complet-
ed five world tours covering over 50 countries. He 
performs the most intriguing and innovative grand 
illusions in the world with a style unlike any other 
magical entertainer. His stage presence is unmatched 
as he weaves magic, music and dance into a seamless 
spectacle.

High honors include the coveted “Magician of the 
Year” by the Academy of Magical Arts and “Stage 
Magician of the Year” by the World Magic Awards. 
Thomas has also been featured on numerous national 
television specials including the NBC series “The 
World’s Greatest Magic” and his own special on ABC. 

  The Scintas, brothers Joe and Frank, “honorary Scinta” 
Peter O’Donnell and recent addition, Janien Valentine, 
bring refreshing wit, great music, and endless talent 
to the highly regarded show. Having performed for 
hundreds of thousands of people over the years, the 
Scinta brothers, including O’Donnell, have become 
a fixture in the Las Vegas entertainment scene with 
their signature comedy, musical prowess, and knack 
for spot-on celebrity impressions. Janien Valentine 
adds to the dynamic group, with her powerful vocals 
and her ability to match wits with the trio.

The show spans several generations, blending classic 
songs from musical icons such as Ray Charles, Michael 
Buble, Michael Jackson, and Whitney Houston, with 
their relatable humor that leaves the audience feeling 
like they are hanging out with family.

THE ULTIMATE ELVIS Tribute Artist SPECTACULAR 

is the most successful touring Elvis tribute show in 

the world.  It is an amazing era by era tribute to the 

King of Rock-N-Roll, ELVIS PRESLEY, featuring SHAWN 

KLUSH and CODY RAY SLAUGHTER!  Each artist can 

also be booked separately to accommodate almost 

any venue size and budget. 

“This show has a 5-STAR rating with 

Ticketmaster!” 

Jukebox All-Stars, starring The Diamonds, The 
Tokens, Billy Richard’s Coasters and Freddy “Boom 
Boom” Cannon, is a high-energy, classic rock and roll 
journey through the greatest Top 40 hits of the late 
50s, 60s, and beyond. These Doo-Wop Hall of Fame 
and Vocal Group Hall of Fame inductees leave their 
fans wanting more. And this show can be customized 
to fit particular events, audiences and budget param-
eters. The standing ovations and return engagements 
are the proof - Jukebox All-Stars is musical entertain-
ment at its very best! Don’t miss the opportunity to 
book this great show.

Rick Michel’s 
“Sinatra Forever”

The Mushroom Cure 
Featuring Adam Strauss

Illusionist 
Rick Thomas

The Scintas (Celebrity Impressions, 
Singing, Music, Laughs, & More)

The Ultimate Elvis Tribute 
Artist Spectacular

The Jukebox 
All-Stars

"Mines a great deal of laughter from 
  disabling pain"
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Rose is lost in Rhyme Town. Fortunately, Humpty knows 
how to get her home, but to do this, he needs the help of 
all your favorite nursery rhyme characters.

The audience must help Humpty and Rose collect magic 
to get home by meeting all the good folk of Rhyme Town 
including, Old King Cole, Little Bo Peep, The Grand Old Duke 
of York and Little Miss Muffet while singing their songs.
 
Fantastic audience participation, colorful costumes, 
educational values, and a full cast of professional actors, 
this show travels at a thousand smiles an hour!

Produced by The Panto Company USA, it features the full 
stage sets, set changes and amazing costumes Panto is 
internationally known for.

World renowned professional Actress/Ventriloquist, 
Comedian, Sylvia Fletcher will dazzle you with 
her amazing talent, lively unforgettable characters, 
inanimate objects, and voice illusions that will lure 
audiences into her hilarious and intriguing world 
of comedy. Sylvia’s performances are like no others 
you will experience. This show is a true production 
masterpiece that will leave you talking, laughing, and 
in pure amazement at her incredible talent. See the 
show that is nothing short of  “VENTASTIC”...

Daisy can spin gold from straw. A greedy King locks 
her in a stable and demands that she turn all the 
straw into gold. Daisy looks doomed until a strange 
little man, Rumpelstiltskin, appears and promises to 
spin the straw into gold in return for her necklace. 
The King is delighted but locks her up again - wanting 
twice as much straw to spin! Will the magical Rum-
pelstiltskin return to help Daisy? Find out as The Panto 
Company USA spins this classic tale into a golden 
show for children of all ages, filled songs and amazing 
audience participation. Don’t miss it!  Designed for 
Pre K to 4th grade, both pre and post show interaction 
with the audience is available from the full cast. This is 
an interactive family show at its finest.
Produced by The Panto Company USA, it features the 
full stage sets, set changes and amazing costumes 
Panto is internationally known for. 

Humpty D umpty & The Big 
Book of  Nurser y Rhymes

Sylvia Fletcher ’s 
“ Ventastic,  The S how ”Rumplestiltskin

*Rainbow Fairies – These beloved 
children’s books from Rainbow 
Magic™ come to life in a brand new 
musical stage production.  With 
over 50 million sales worldwide and 
over 130 books available to date 
(since 2003), it has the largest num-
ber of titles in series fiction. Follow 
best friends Rachel and Kirsty as 
they help their fairy friends hunt for 
magical wands or tackle naughty 
goblins....with lots of fun and 
adventures along the way. Designed 

for Pre K to 4th grade, both pre and post show interaction with the audience is 
available from the full cast. This is an interactive family show at its finest.

Produced by The Panto Company USA, it features the full stage sets, set changes 
and amazing costumes Panto is internationally known for.

*Disclaimer: The Panto Company USA is producing this show in cooperation with  
HIT Entertainment. 

The classic tale of the little mermaid 
is brought to the stage in a brand 
new production by the interna-
tionally acclaimed “Panto Company 
USA.”  Following a sell-out tour 
of China, and the UK, The Panto 
Company USA brings you their 
adaptation of Hans Christian An-
derson’s story. It follows the dreams 
of a young girl who believes there 
is a better life for her out of the 
water. Of course there’s a handsome 
prince, an evil baddie and bucket 

loads of laughs along the way.  With stunning scenery, eye catching costumes, 
original songs plus up to date chart songs, not forgetting loads of audience partici-
pation, this show makes for a thoroughly entertaining family day out.

Produced by The Panto Company USA, it features the full stage sets, set changes 
and amazing costumes Panto is internationally known for.

Rainbow Magic 
Live

The Little 
Mermaid

EDUCATIONAL AND FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT
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